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What was the aim?

• What activities contribute to peak demand?

• What clusters of consumers can be identified based on their energy-
related activities and their socio-demographic information?

• How would introduction of Time-of-Use tariffs impact consumers?
• Who could be worse off and who could benefit?

• What historical activities could tell us about the future?
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DEePRED will give an insight on which socio-demographic 
groups would be affected by introduction of Time-of-Use 

tariffs.



What did we achieve?
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Peak-time activities
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Peak demand is problematic…
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Activities and demand
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Distributional impacts
Clustering and split by socio-demographic parameters
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Cluster by activity profiles
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Split by Income
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By family structure
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Combined by income and family structure

• Income and family structure
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Combined by income and family structure

•
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Modelling demand from 
activities
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Matching to real demand
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Synthetic demand

ff
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Analysis on smart meter data
Applying Agile tariff on demand profiles
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Agile Tariff
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LCL trial participants
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CLNR trial participants
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Impact over a year
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Key findings
1. Most peak-time activities are broadly synchronised and locked in

• Core activities are driven by rhythms of practices

• Often irrespective of the socio-demographic parameters

• “Flexible” activities still occur at peak time – but why? Time scarcity could be the reason.

2. Presence of children impacts the intensity of peak-time activities
• Children and high peak to non-peak ratio come in hand

3. Ratio of peak and non-peak levels determine the overall effect
• It shows the likelihood of activity occurring in peak-time

• Occupancy could be used as a proxy for flexibility or use of LCTs (e.g. EV charging)

4. Grouping has trade-offs
• Granularity and combining multiple parameters

• Bottom-clustering shows a cluster of those who will be worse-off.

• Top-down is less powerful than activity-based clustering, but easier to implement. 
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Looking to the future
• Need smart meter data with diverse social data (even better with 

activities)
• To fully understand the distributional impact from ToU and impact from the transition to 

NetZero

• Cooking is the most prominent peak time activity
• Electrification of cooking may disadvantage retired couples, couples with one child and single 

parents with one child if exposed to ToU

• Its not all about energy, but also time scarcity 
• Day-time occupancy offers an opportunity to be flexible

• Future working patterns and changes to demographics
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Thank you!
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